“We

look forward to a long and
cordial partnership,”2—the
official faculty welcome
to Niels-Erik Andreasen on the occasion of his inauguration as president
of Andrews University, on October 31,
1994, could not have been more auspiciously or providentially fulfilled. The
fifth president of Andrews and the 21st
in the lineage of Battle Creek College,
Emmanuel Missionary College and
Andrews, Andreasen has now presided
over the University for 20 years. He
has enjoyed the longest tenure of any
president of the institution. Such a significant milestone invites looking back,
reflecting and celebrating, even as the
University looks to the future.
Andreasen’s presidency has been
historic in many ways, beginning even
before he was selected. He was the first
president chosen by a search committee that included elected faculty and
staff members, as well as student and
alumni representatives, with full voting
rights. Duane McBride, chair of the
Department of Behavioral Sciences and
member of that search committee 20
years ago, remembers that the Andrews
contingent drove from Berrien Springs
to a Chicago hotel through blizzard
conditions to spend two days intervieweven those committee members who
might have originally favored different candidates. “…he just did such
an outstanding job,” says McBride, of
articulating a vision for the University:
“…he clearly understood what a university was, what it offered, how it would
engage society, and what it offered the
church.” Hamel, now president and
CEO of Lakeland HealthCare, adds that
more than once he heard evidence in
Andreasen’s responses of a deep understanding of “loving leadership.” It was,
he maintains, “a heart thing.” When
they finished the interviews, the committee decision was unanimous. They
chose Dr. Andreasen, then president
of Walla Walla College, as their first
recommendation for the presidency.
The Andrews community were also
persuaded, got behind the committee’s
choice and actively supported the University Board’s invitation to Andreasen,
complete with “Say YES to Andrews”
buttons sported by many faculty, staff
and students during the Andreasens’
visit to campus. On March 21, 1994, the
board announced Andreasen’s appointment; he began his tenure on July 1.
The momentous year of 1994 was
not, however, the Andreasens’ first
encounter with Andrews University.

Niels-Erik had arrived on campus as
a young theology student fresh from
Europe 30 years earlier and completed
two degrees at what was then a brand
new university. Demetra Lougani, who
had met him when they were both students at Newbold College in England,
also came to Andrews and studied
home economics. In September of 1965,
the Andreasens married, uniting the
cultures of their homelands, Denmark
and Greece.
Andreasen reminisced about those
early years when he returned to Andrews, remembering the colorful fall
and his first Thanksgiving as well as his
student experiences, “It was a period
of discovery, both intellectual and very
much personal discovery.”6 The Andrews University that Andreasen found
when he first arrived in the United
States was so new that the administration building was still under construction. “I used to walk down the path,”
he said, “and kind of cross over to the
theological building on temporary
sidewalks while they were excavating.”
How could he have imagined then that
those excavations would become the
foundations for the very building in
which he would reside for 20 years—in
the presidential office?

Niels-Erik Andreasen, 2006

“If you are a practicing, believing Seventh-day Adventist you are a believer in
education. If you push our faith, our church, our Christian life, together into one hard
matter, like a nucleus, what is in there? There’s faith and there’s learning. It’s not just
something we do in a classroom. It’s what we believe in.” 1

ing the five final candidates for the
significant position.3
The search team went to the interviews well prepared. Together they had
established criteria on which to evaluate the candidates and questions based
on those criteria. Loren Hamel, local
physician and the alumni representative on the committee, helped to devise
a scoring system whereby each committee member could independently
assess each candidate in an effort to
shape a consistent and “fair” process.
The individual scores were entered
into a computer program that tallied
the results and gave the committee, as
Hamel says, a picture of their “collective wisdom.”4 Stella Greig, one of the
faculty representatives and now Professor of English emerita, agrees, “Thus,
we had both something statistical and
something socio-reactional to consider
in evaluating each candidate and to
compare/contrast across candidates.”5
Almost surely it was the first time
computer data figured in the selection
process for a president of Andrews
University!
And what drew the search committee
to Dr. Andreasen when all the interviewing was at an end? McBride claims
that Andreasen’s presentation won over
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Left: Niels-Erik Andreasen (center) lived in
Garland Apartments as a single graduate
student, c. 1963 (Photo courtesy of Center for
Adventist Research)
Right: Niels-Erik and his wife Demetra (Lougani)
Andreasen pose in front of Pioneer Memorial
Church after he graduated with a Bachelor of
Divinity in May 1966. They were married in 1965.
Far right: The Adventist University of Africa in
Nairobi, Kenya, invited President Andreasen
to be the guest speaker for their June 2014
commencement service

The search committee and subsequently
the University Board had many strong
reasons for inviting Niels-Erik Andreasen
to return to his alma mater as president:
his scholarship, his record of excellence as
a teacher, his administrative experience,
his international profile and his commitment to young people and their education.
But what was it about Andrews University that recommended the institution to
Andreasen as he considered taking on the
new position? He did not underestimate or
have any “illusions” about the “enormity”
of the challenge that was being offered to
him, as he said at the time: faculty who
are always willing to offer direction from
the “backseat,” “lively students, sometimes forgotten staff, difficult budgets,
aging buildings, and growing expectations
by everyone.”7
As he looks back now, says Andreasen,
the two main “pillars” of Andrews that

attracted him to join the University as its
president were its “international outreach” and its “serious academic profile.”8
He still remembers, during his visit to
campus, sitting down with W. Richard
Lesher, the outgoing president, and discovering in the course of their conversation that the scope of Andrews’ affiliations
and extension programs and its involvement in international education was even
greater than he had previously realized.
The international nature of the school
and its potential for developing its role in
education worldwide appealed to him as
an “interesting challenge,” partly because
of his own background.
Andreasen was also impressed, when
he arrived at Andrews, with the “energy of
academic life” at the University. Everywhere he looked, he said, he saw potential, from the resources to the students
to the faculty. The academic depth and

breadth he found allowed him to envision
an exciting future for Andrews University:
“Our church…needs this comprehensive university that has an international
reputation—a leading educational institution.”9 It was those two things—Andrews’
international character and academic
soundness—that brought him back to the
Midwest in spite of the winters.
Andrews has certainly changed since
Andreasen picked his way through the
mud and the snow of his earliest winters on campus as a student. Has it also
changed in the 20 years since he said yes
to Andrews and to leading the institution?
Many will simply point to the physical
changes that have transformed the campus, new buildings such as the Howard
Performing Arts Center, a renovated and
expanded Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary, and Buller Hall as the
cornerstone of the Undergraduate Learning Center, as well as a new entrance that
creates a more inviting bridge between
Andrews and its community.
Andreasen himself prefers to point to
other markers of growth and maturity.
The two “pillars” that first impressed him
are still here, he argues, but they have
changed and advanced. Gone are the
days, for instance, when international

“Dr. Andreasen has always had a broad view of Adventist education. What can we do to reach the largest
number of students? How do we overcome such barriers as political unrest, unwelcome geography,
economic instability? He was one of the first leaders in Adventist education to see the potential for distance
education to make a difference, to reach populations of students unable to attend a campus. Because of
his support and vision, Andrews University has embraced distance education, thereby making it possible to
provide an Andrews University education to students around the world—from Canada to Vietnam.”
Alayne Thorpe

Dean, School of Distance Education
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education at Andrews meant getting on a
plane to deliver teachers and coursework
and administrative advice to sites in other
countries. The advances in technology
have already changed the ways in which
Andrews supports the learning process
and will continue to do so. Plane tickets
have been exchanged for Skype and a
whole host of other technological inventions. Andreasen is especially excited
about the blending of Andrews University
with Griggs University, which is becoming its School of Distance Education and
expanding the University’s international
outreach. “Andrews is on the pathway to
being truly a contemporary international
university,” he says.
But Andreasen’s vision for Andrews’
role in international education also goes
beyond the individual learner. He travels
tirelessly to advance the cause of Andrews
University, his first concern; he also
travels to advise and support other institutions of higher learning, which look to
Andrews for affiliation and mentoring. Because of the University’s connection to the
Seventh-day Adventist Church, he points
out, it enjoys a relationship with a very
large, international community: “…this
is really a university for the 21st century
world, courtesy of the church.” Andrews,
he maintains, needs to play “a responsible
role” in this broader, world community.
For him that means advising and assisting

institutions until they
can apply for charters
of their own. “We’re just
midwives,” he says, “to
give birth to universities
around the world.”
As to the second
“pillar” of academic
seriousness, Andreasen sees an increased
interest and productivity in research. He
points to the recent appointment of Gary
Burdick as associate dean of research for
the School of Graduate Studies & Research
as only one indication of the University’s
increased commitment to encouraging faculty research. He finds it very promising to
talk with the “bright young” scholars who
come to interview for jobs at Andrews.
As many of them are just coming out of
graduate programs, they already have the
habits of research, and Andreasen likes to
tell them, “Just keep learning.” Andrews,
he maintains, can remain the “flagship”
only by “teaching very well” and “having
residential expertise, broad-based and of
high quality.” When he arrived 20 years
ago, Andreasen says, Andrews was still
“fighting for [its] claim” to the status of
a serious academic institution; now it
has matured and wears that status more
naturally.
Andrews University’s maturing process
over the last 20 years has been facilitated
considerably by the stability it has enjoyed
under the leadership of one person during
an unusually long period of time—for a
university president. McBride talks about
how long-term stability in a university setting allows for the cultivation of all kinds
of relationships, “donor relationships,
faculty relationships—you just can’t do
that without tenure, without being there.”

And the relationships allow a president to
“operationalize the vision,” “to implement the development of his ideas.”
Hamel agrees that the “continuity” is very
important: “An organization that has been
around nearly 140 years has legacy, and
part of that legacy is long-term relationships with the faculty, the programs, the
constituents, the alumni, the donor base,
the community…. That is part of an organization’s assets and capital that are hard to
quantify but are immensely important.”
Andreasen himself, although he is
reluctant to talk about the impact of
this particular president over the past
20 years, acknowledges that “whatever
has happened at Andrews…always took
time. It never happened quickly.” Every
endeavor that has been undertaken—accreditation issues, fund-raising for buildings, growing the endowment, developing
distance education with the integration
of Griggs University—has required a
significant “gestation period.” Hamel
concurs. If a university president is given
only a three-year or five-year horizon, he
says, the institution limits what can be
accomplished. In a short tenure, one can
merely manage the budget, not really lead
for the future.
The one “dent” (as Andreasen calls
it) in the stability of the past 20 years
occurred in 2006. Veteran faculty like McBride refer to it as Andrews’ own “March
Madness.” In a moment of unrest on the
board, the members removed Andreasen
from the presidency of the University, an
action that stunned the campus. Several
weeks later, he was fully reinstated. Looking back, people still shake their heads
in bewilderment over this unusual (and
again historic) event in the University’s
SUMMER 2014
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story, but for most the incident has become
merely a blip on the screen. That, says Hamel,
is largely a tribute to Andreasen’s stature and
leadership. But for Andreasen that episode
meant months of reassuring constituents and
donors and the accrediting association, letting everyone know that equilibrium and continuity had been restored at the University.
While an anniversary usually encourages the participants to review the past,
Andreasen prefers to look forward. He has
dreams for the Andrews University to come
and constantly champions the cause of
Adventist higher education. First of all, he
wants to see Andrews continue the high
quality of education that first attracted him to
the University, through research and quality
teaching. Then the institution, Andreasen
believes, needs to define clearly its focus and
tell its story in such a way that it becomes a
“magnet for students.”
In this regard, according to Andreasen,
Andrews University’s connection to the
Seventh-day Adventist Church is a definite
asset. The church gives the school its history
and its educational philosophy: “We belong
to a church and that is an important belonging. It gives us an opportunity to go back to
our roots and identify the things that distinguish us so that our reason for being becomes
clearly marked and we become a destination
school.” Just one example of a return to its
roots, says Andreasen, is the University’s
renewed emphasis on healthful living,
including the plans to build a new health and
wellness center.
Andreasen envisions that, with a clear
commitment to excellence and a story to
tell, Andrews then needs to be as inclusive
as possible in drawing in students, bringing
as many people as possible under its large
“umbrella.” And that shouldn’t be hard, he
notes: “Adventist education has a lot to offer
the world at large; we have the solutions
to the problems they’re wrestling with in
higher education.” Andreasen gives a couple
of examples. Many secular institutions are
plagued by problems with heavy drinking
and casual sex among students. Adventist
education, he points out, has a tradition of
addressing lifestyle issues and setting healthy
boundaries. In higher education in general
there is a great deal of conversation and
concern about the high cost of education.
Again—Adventist education has a tradition of
keeping down costs and involving students in
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contributing to their educational expenses.
Andrews and Adventist education have no
need to be apologetic about what they can
offer, says Andreasen. “The best ideals of
Adventist education,” as he likes to call
them—education that is “developmental,
comprehensive, holistic,” based on a “theology that cares about all kinds of relationships”—offer alternatives and answers to
public issues. And that’s what all our educational endeavors come down to, Andreasen
concludes. The most important question we
can ask, he says, is: “What do we contribute
to the public good?”
Although Dr. Andreasen is hesitant to talk
about his own record at Andrews, long-time
observers, like some of those original search
committee members, believe that he has
brought distinct strengths to the presidency.
Duane McBride particularly admires that Andreasen is able to speak effectively to a wide
variety of audiences and that “they come
away being impressed that this represents the
best of what academia is in the church and
in the world community.” For Loren Hamel,
one of Andreasen’s most important qualities is what he is not—“He is not by nature
a polarizing figure.” Instead he is “calming
and reassuring.” As a result, says Hamel,
Andreasen has been able “artfully to create
comfort and trust among people of different
ideologies.” And that, Hamel reminds us, is
very hard work.
Whenever Andreasen’s presidency and
legacy are praised, one asset—one person—is
consistently mentioned: Demetra Andreasen.
She has bravely endured 20 Michigan
winters, warmly welcomed thousands of
guests into her home, enhanced the profile
of Andrews University in the community
through her volunteer efforts and projects.
For the first ten years of the Andreasens’
tenure at Andrews, Demetra worked in the
Public Relations office, serving as a liaison
between the University and the community
as coordinator of community relations. She
has laughed her way into the hearts of the
Andrews family and blessed many with her
spiritual insights. She is the other half of a
presidential team. Loren Hamel underlines
Demetra’s importance to the success of the
last 20 years: “She has allowed Niels-Erik to
thrive, she has helped the University to thrive,
she has helped build relationships.” Stella
Greig says of her friend Demetra, “She never
met a stranger that she didn’t try to put at

“One of the major impacts
of Dr. Andreasen’s 20-year
tenure is symbolized by the
new J.N. Andrews Boulevard,
Andrew’s new front door. It
boldly connects Andrews to
the world it seeks to serve and
welcomes everyone to come and
sample the richness and rigor
of an Adventist university. This
connection of Andrews to the
world is manifested in many
ways, including:
The Howard Performing Arts
Center, which draws thousands
of friends and neighbors
throughout Southwest Michigan
to a unique view of the Andrews
campus.
The adoption of Griggs
University, which has moved the
walls of Andrews’ scholarship
and degrees around the world
until there are no walls.
Andreasen’s role as an
ambassador for Adventist
higher education to the world,
both advising and developing
affiliations with Adventist
educational institutions
around the globe. Even with his
extensive travels, he remains
readily accessible to students
and faculty.
These initiatives have made
it clear that Andrews University
is not a retreat from the world
while earning a degree, but
rather, a community developing
itself for service to the world—
starting with the first day of
classes.”
Paul Stokstad

Co-chair, President’s Council, member of the
Andrews University Board of Trustees
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“During his tenure Niels-Erik has quietly extended authentic friendship in the larger community
surrounding the campus, serving on boards, speaking at civic meetings, supporting local arts,
entertaining and being entertained. These relationships have helped the community catch a fuller
glimpse of the resource Andrews strives to be, and improves the winsome witness of Adventist
Christians who add salt and light in our community.”
Rebecca May

Alum and Andrews University employee of 35 years

ease or make into a friend.” Her observation
is that the Andreasens have blended their
cultural backgrounds and differences and
their personal, complementary strengths
into a strong marriage and an effective “first
couple.”10
An institution with an international student body and outreach searched for a leader with international experience. A Danishborn scholar with a Greek-born partner and
an international educational background of
his own was attracted to a school engaged in
international education. History was made
when the University hired its first president
born outside the United States. As Loren
Hamel puts it, “The diversity within your

first family, the international flavor within
your first family in a diverse international
organization is exactly the right thing.”
A university looking for a serious scholar
also found a scholar looking for an institution with academic gravitas. Was it a match
made in heaven? Stella Greig says of the
search process, “We felt that God really had
a hand in things.”
As for Niels-Erik Andreasen, he insists
that the last 20 years are not the story of
one person. They are, he says, “an Andrews
story.” n
Meredith Jones Gray is chair of the Department of
English and author of As We Set Forth
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